
 

ENGLISH HANDOUT   7th  GRADE 

Name: _______________________________________ Grade: __________ 

Objective: To apply all the contents seen in classes about Was and Were. 

1.- Fill in the blanks with the right form of was and were.  COMPLETA LOS 

ESPACIOS EN BLANCO CON LA FORMA CORRECTA DE WAS o WERE.  

1.- George _______ happy. 

2.- He __________  angry. 

3.- Frank and Juan _____________  in London last week. 

4.- They ____________ (not)  on holiday. 

5.- It ____________  cold. 

6.- _________ She at school?. 

7.- Samuel ____________  at the cinema. 

8.- He _______________  at home. 

9.- The cats ________________(not)  on the roof. 

10.- The child  ________________ in the garden. 

11.- You  _________sad yesterday.  

12.- Ana ________________ (not) at the Zoo yesterday.  

13.- My mother ______________ in a restaurant. 

14.- He _________________ in the disco club last night.  

15.- They ___________________ late for school yesterday. 

16.- He ____________ (not) very hungry. 

17.- ___________ It cold yesterday?  

18.- My friends ______________ in London in 2008.  

19.- ________ we  pretty.? 

20.- We ______________  good students.  

2.- Change the following sentences into positive, negative or interrogative form. 

CAMBIA EL ESTADO DE LA ORACIÓN A LA FORMA POSITIVA, NEGATIVA O 

PREGUNTA.  

A) + She was in classes last week.   B) + 

     -            - He wasn’t at home. 

     ?                                                                        ? 

 

 

 

 



 

C) +       D) + Simon was with the dogs. 

    -             - 

    ? Were we hungry at lunch?                             ? 

 

E) + Pedro and Juan were in a party.                 F) + 

      -               - You weren’t at the mall. 

     ?               ? 

3.- Circle the right form of each sentences. ENCIERRA LA ALTERNATIVA 

CORRECTA DE CADA ORACIÓN. 

1.-They _______ Leyla. 

a) was b) were c) wasn’t 

2.- He_________ (not) in a party. 

a) were b) weren’t c) wasn’t 

3- She _______ beautiful.  

a) were b) was c) weren’t 

4.- My pet _______ in my bedroom. 

a) were b) weren’t c) was 

5.- _______ Mary and John in classes? 

a) Were b) Was c) wasn’t 

6.- ______ we my friend? 

a) wasn’t b) Was c) Were 

7.- You ___________ (not) a student. 

a) wasn’t b) weren’t c) were 

8.-Leyla and Juan _____________ (not ) in Miami. 

a) wasn’t b) weren’t c) were 

9.- ___________ they in Italy? 

a) Was b) weren’t c) Were 

10.- George and Tomas ___________ in the park. 

a) weren’t b) was c) were 

4.- Create 10 sentence using Was or Were in Spanish. CREA 10 ORACIONES 

USANDO WAS O WERE EN ESPAÑOL. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


